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N.C.P. MARKETING GROUP, INC. V. B G STAR
PRODUCTION: THE NINTH CIRCUIT
CORRECTLY DETERMINED THAT A

DEBTOR IN POSSESSION CANNOT ASSUME
A TRADEMARK LICENSE IN CHAPTER 11

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS

I. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code provides a debtor with the
opportunity to continue to operate the debtor's business while going
through bankruptcy proceedings, which is often preferable to a total
liquidation of the business and its assets.' When a debtor files for re-
lief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, all of the business's
property, along with the debtor's legal or equitable interest in the
property, becomes the property of the bankruptcy estate and the
debtor is protected by an automatic stay on any attempts to collect on
prepetition claims. 2 The debtor may continue to operate the business
in the capacity of a debtor in possession ("DIP"), rather than having
the bankruptcy court appoint a trustee to manage the bankruptcy es-
tate.3 A DIP has the same obligations and duties as a trustee, but has
the added benefit of retaining the business's former management who
are probably the most knowledgeable about the company and are in
the best position to guide the company through financial hardship.4

The DIP has the right to sell, lease, or use property of the estate, even
property that is subject to the interest of another, and may also obtain
financing for its business operations.5 Section 365 of the Bankruptcy
Code 6 also permits a DIP to assume or reject executory contracts.7

Chapter 11 Bankruptcy protects creditors' interests by requiring a
DIP to give creditors the opportunity to object to extraordinary
transactions.8

Most courts define an executory contract as a contract under
which the debtor and another party have continuing material obliga-
tions.9 Courts generally consider intellectual property contracts exec-

1. 7-1100 COLLIER ON BANKRuPTcY 1 1100.01 (16th ed. 2010).
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id. 1100.06.
5. Id. 1 1100.01.
6. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
7. Id. § 365(a).
8. 7-1100 COLLIER ON BANKRuPTcy 1100.07.
9. RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 264

(4th Cir. 2004) (citations omitted); In re Golden Books Family Entm't, Inc., 269 B.R.
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utory.x0 Although a DIP is permitted to use the DIP's business
judgment when deciding whether to assume an executory contract,
the decision is subject to the court's approval." Allowing a DIP to as-
sume an executory contract permits the DIP to benefit from a contract
that is likely to be profitable for the business or necessary for continu-
ing business operations.12 Rejecting an executory contract, however,
allows the DIP to rid the estate of a contract that is burdensome or
likely unprofitable, in which case the other party to the contract will
have a prepetition claim for breach of contract.' 3 Under § 365(f), a
DIP may assign an executory contract it has previously assumed, even
if the terms of the contract or applicable law make the contract non-
assignable.14

Section 365(c)15 of the Bankruptcy Code provides an exception to
a DIP's ability to assume or reject executory contracts.' 6 Subsection
365(c) provides that a DIP may not assume a contract, or assume and
assign a contract, if applicable law would excuse the non-debtor from
accepting performance from an entity other than the DIP, unless the
non-debtor consents to the DIP assuming or assuming and assigning
the contract.' 7 Courts have interpreted "applicable law" as referring
to non-bankruptcy law.18 However, courts do not agree on how to ap-

300, 308 (Bankr. D. Del. 2001) (citations omitted); see also Everex Sys. v. Cadrak Corp.
(In re CFLC, Inc.), 89 F.3d 673, 677 (9th Cir. 1996) (determining whether a contract was
executory by examining whether both parties still had unperformed obligations and, if
these obligations were not performed, whether it would be considered a material
breach).

10. Golden Books Family Entm't, Inc., 269 B.R. at 308 (citations omitted); see also
Everex Sys., 89 F.3d at 677 (determining that a patent license was an executory contract
because the licensor had a remaining duty to refrain from suing the licensee for in-
fringement and the licensee had a duty to include the patent mark on all products pro-
duced pursuant to the patent); Risa Lynn Wolf-Smith, Bankruptcy Considerations in
Technology Transactions, 23 AM. BANKR. INST. J. 32, n.1 (2004).

11. Risa Lynn Wolf-Smith, Bankruptcy Considerations in Technology Transac-
tions, 23 AM. BANKR. INST. J. 32, n.1 (2004); 11 U.S.C. § 365(a).

12. 7-1100 COLLIER ON BANKRupTcy 1100.07 (16th ed. 2010).
13. Id.
14. 11 U.S.C. § 365(f.
15. Id. § 365(c).
16. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 234 (D. Nev. 2005).
17. See 11 U.S.C. § 365(c) (stating "the trustee may not assume or assign any exec-

utory contract or unexpired lease of the debtor, whether or not such contract or lease
prohibits or restricts assignment of rights or delegation of duties, if applicable law ex-
cuses a party, other than the debtor, to such contract or lease from accepting perform-
ance from or rendering performance to an entity other than the debtor or the debtor in
possession, whether or not such contract or lease prohibits or restricts assignment of
rights or delegation of duties; and such party does not consent to such assumption or
assignment").

18. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 262; City of Jamestown v. James Cable Partners,
L.P. (In re James Cable Partners, L.P.), 27 F.3d 534, 538 (11th Cir. 1994); Breeden v.
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ply § 365(c). 19 The United States Courts of Appeals for the Third,
Fourth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits have adopted the "hypothetical
test" or "literal test" in applying § 365(c). 20 The hypothetical test fol-
lows the language of § 365(c) of the Bankruptcy Code literally so that
if applicable law prevents a DIP from assigning the executory contract
to a third party, then the DIP cannot assume the contract regardless
of whether the DIP actually intends to assign it.21 Therefore, under
the hypothetical test, a DIP could not assume a license in Chapter 11
bankruptcy, over the objections of the licensor, if federal law excused
the non-debtor licensor from accepting performance from a hypotheti-
cal third party.22

In contrast, the United States Court of Appeals for the First Cir-
cuit, along with several bankruptcy courts, have used the "actual
test."23 The actual test examines whether the DIP actually intends to
assign the executory contract.24 Thus, even when the applicable law
excuses the non-debtor from accepting performance from a third
party, the DIP may assume the contract as long as the DIP does not

Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629, 634 (E.D. Va. 1993), aff'd without op., 25 F.3d 1038
(4th Cir. 1994).

19. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234.

20. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)
(N.C.P. Mktg. II), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577
(2009) (affirming the decision of the United States District Court for the District of Ne-
vada which applied the hypothetical test); see also Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 260 (ex-
plaining that a Chapter 11 DIP cannot assume a nonexclusive software license over the
objection of the licensor); see also James Cable Partners, L.P., 27 F.3d at 537 (citations
omitted) (stating that under § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code, a DIP cannot assume a
franchise agreement if applicable law excuses the grantor of the franchise from ac-
cepting performance from a third party); see also In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d
79, 82 (3d Cir. 1988) (stating that a DIP may not assume a contract if non-bankruptcy
law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting performance from a third party).

21. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-35 (citations omitted) (explaining that the
Ninth Circuit applied the hypothetical test in another case when it held that a DIP
could not assume an executory contract because applicable law excused the non-debtor
from accepting performance from a third party, and the non-debtor had not consented to
the assumption).

22. See generally Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 260-63 (stating that a Chapter 11
DIP cannot assume a nonexclusive software license over the objection of the licensor
because copyright law excused the non-debtor from accepting performance from a hypo-
thetical third party).

23. Institut Pasteur v. Cambridge Biotech Corp., 104 F.3d 489, 493 (1st Cir. 1997);
see also In re GP Express Airlines, Inc. 200 B.R. 222, 231-32 (Bankr. D. Neb. 1996)
(explaining that a DIP is not barred from assuming an executory contract in Chapter 11
Bankruptcy, even if the non-debtor objects to the assumption, as long as the DIP does
not intend to subsequently assign the contract); see also In re Fastraz, 129 B.R. 274, 277
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1991) (determining that a DIP can assume an executory contract in
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy, even if a state law makes the contract non-assignable, as long
as the DIP does not intend to assign the contract) .

24. See Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 263.
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intend to subsequently assign the contract to a third party.25 Under
the actual test, a DIP could assume a licensing agreement in Chapter
11 Bankruptcy, against the objections of the licensor, as long as the
DIP did not intend to subsequently assign the license to a third-
party.26

Case law suggests that copyright and patent licenses fall under
the exception of § 365(c) because the federal law governing copyrights
and patents makes these types of licenses non-assignable if the licen-
sor does not consent to the assignment. 27 However it is less clear
whether trademark licenses fall under the exception. 28 The Lanham
Act 29 and state laws regulate trademarks, and the primary purposes
of trademark law are to prevent unfair competition and to protect the
goodwill associated with the trademark.3 0 Like a copyright holder, a
trademark holder has a duty to maintain quality control and to pro-
tect the public's expectation that products sold under the trademark
are of like quality.3'

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Productions (N.C.P.
Marketing II),32 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

25. See id. (explaining that the actual test allowed a DIP to assume an executory
contract if it did not intend to subsequently assign the contract to a third party).

26. See generally Institut Pasteur, 104 F.3d at 493 (1st Cir. 1997) (affirming the
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts' decision in which the
district court determined that a DIP could assume a patent cross-license, despite the
licensor's objections, because the licensee intended to continue to use the license rather
than assigning it to a third-party).

27. See Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 263 (stating that copyright law excused a non-
debtor from accepting performance from a hypothetical third party); Perlman v. Cata-
pult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747, 750 (9th Cir. 1999) (cita-
tions omitted) (holding that nonexclusive patent licenses are personal and non-
assignable); see also Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d 923, 933 (C.D.
Cal. 2004) (stating that it is well established that a copyright or patent licensee cannot
sublicense his or her intellectual property rights without the consent of the licensor); In
re Golden Books Family Entm't, Inc., 269 B.R. at 300, 307-10 (Bankr. D. Del. 2001)
(citations omitted) (noting that copyright licenses are personal and may not be assigned
without the consent of the copyright holder).

28. Compare Everex, 89 F.3d at 679-80 (explaining that, under federal patent law,
a nonexclusive patent license was personal and non-assignable without the consent of
the licensor), and Golden Books Family Entm't, Inc., 269 B.R. at 309 (citations omitted)
(stating that copyright licenses are personal and may not be assigned without the con-
sent of the copyright holder), with Madlyn Gleich Primoff & Erica G. Weinberger, E-
Commerce and Dot-Com Bankruptcies: Assumption, Assignment and Rejection of Execu-
tory Contracts, including Intellectual Property Agreements, and Related Issues Under
Sections § 365(c), § 365(e) and § 365(n) of the Bankruptcy Code, 8 AMER. BANKR. INST. L.
REV. 307, 330-31 (2000) (stating that, while trademark law would not require a trade-
mark holder to accept performance that was outside the scope of the trademark license,
it would not necessarily excuse them from accepting performance from a third party if
that performance complied with the terms of the license agreement).

29. 15 U.S.C. § 1060 (2006).
30. Primoff & Weinberger, supra note 28, at 328-29.
31. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 937.
32. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
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cuit affirmed and adopted the decision of the United States District
Court for the District of Nevada.33 In its opinion, the district court
stated that N.C.P. Marketing Group ("NCP"), a DIP, could not assume
a trademark license for Tae Bo@ because applicable law prevented the
company from assigning the license agreement. 34 The district court
compared federal trademark law to relevant patent and copyright law
and reasoned that, as with copyright and patent licenses, a DIP could
not assign trademark licenses.35 The district court applied the hypo-
thetical test and determined that, because NCP could not assign the
trademark license, § 365(c) of the Bankruptcy Code prevented NCP
from assuming the license in the bankruptcy proceedings. 36

This Note will first detail the facts and holding of N.C.P. Market-
ing II.37 Next, this Note will examine the statute and cases dealing
with the treatment of executory contracts in bankruptcy proceed-
ings.38 Finally, this Note will scrutinize three issues in N.C.P. Market-
ing II.3 9 First, this Note will establish that the Ninth Circuit correctly
determined that the plain meaning of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code
required it to adopt the hypothetical test.40 Second, this Note will es-
tablish that the Ninth Circuit correctly analyzed that patent and copy-
right law is analogous to trademark law.41 Finally, this Note will
show that the Ninth Circuit appropriately recognized that a DIP is a
separate legal entity than a prepetition debtor. 42

II. FACTS AND HOLDING

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Productions (N.C.P.
Marketing II),43 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

33. Because the Ninth Circuit in a two sentence opinion adopted the district court's
decision and reasoning therein, this Note refers to the district court's opinion as if the
Ninth Circuit issued it. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg.
Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P. Mktg. II), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S.
Ct. 1577 (2009) (stating "the request for oral argument is denied, and this case is hereby
submitted for decision. We affirm the district court's judgment for the reasons provided
by that court.").

34. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.
Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 233, 237 (D. Nev. 2005).

35. N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 235-37 (citations omitted).
36. See id. at 234-37 (citation omitted) (reasoning that, because a trademark is

personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could not assume the Tae Bo®
trademark in the bankruptcy proceedings, regardless of whether it intended to assign
the trademark to a third party).

37. See infra notes 43-77 and accompanying text.
38. See infra notes 78-188 and accompanying text.
39. See infra notes 189-313 and accompanying text.
40. See infra notes 206-70 and accompanying text.
41. See infra notes 271-94 and accompanying text.
42. See infra notes 295-314 and accompanying text.
43. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
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cuit joined the United States Courts of Appeals for the Third, Fourth,
and Eleventh Circuits by adopting the hypothetical test to determine
whether a debtor in possession ("DIP") can assume a trademark li-
cense in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings. 4 4 The Ninth Circuit af-
firmed and adopted the decision of the United States District Court for
the District of Nevada, which used the hypothetical test to determine
that a DIP could not assume a trademark license regardless of
whether the DIP intended to subsequently assign the license to a third
party.45 In N.C.P. Marketing II, Billy and Gayle Blanks ("the
Blanks"), the creators of the exercise regimen named Tae Bo@,
through BG Star Productions, owned the trade names for Tae Bo@
and Billy Blanks@. 46 On August 31, 1999, the Blanks licensed their
Tae Bo® trade name to N.C.P. Marketing Group ("NCP"), and shortly
afterwards a dispute arose between the parties concerning the licens-
ing agreement. 47 The parties subsequently entered into a settlement
agreement that established the manner in which NCP could use the
Tae Bo® trademark and confirmed that the Blanks were the owners of
the trademark. 4 8 Shortly after the parties signed the settlement
agreement, NCP breached the agreement by failing to pay the Blanks
the required royalty payments. 4 9 The Blanks initiated arbitration pro-
ceedings, and the arbitrator found that NCP had breached the agree-
ment and ordered NCP to pay $2.1 million in royalty payments.50

NCP did not pay the royalty payments and, on April 13, 2004, filed for
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy. 51

44. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)
(N.C.P. Mktg. 1l), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577
(2009) (affirming the decision of the United States District Court for the District of Ne-
vada which applied the hypothetical test); see also RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In
re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 260 (4th Cir. 2004) (explaining that a Chapter 11 DIP
cannot assume a nonexclusive software license over the objection of the licensor); see
also City of Jamestown v. James Cable Partners, L.P. (In re James Cable Partners,
L.P.), 27 F.3d 534, 537 (11th Cir. 1994) (citations omitted) (stating that under § 365 of
the Bankruptcy Code, a DIP cannot assume a franchise agreement if applicable law
excuses the grantor of the franchise from accepting performance from a third party); see
also In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d 79, 82 (3d Cir. 1988) (stating that a DIP may
not assume a contract if non-bankrupty law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting
performance from a third party).

45. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)
(N.C.P. Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 234-37 (D. Nev. 2005) (citations omitted) (reasoning that,
because a trademark is personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could
not assume the Tae Bo@ trademark in the bankruptcy proceedings, regardless of
whether it intended to assign the trademark to a third party).

46. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 232.
47. Id. at 232.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 233.
50. Id.
51. Id.

548 [Vol. 44
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NCP attempted to assume the Tae Bo® trademark in the bank-
ruptcy proceedings and the Blanks filed a motion challenging this ac-
tion on the grounds that, pursuant to § 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy
Code, 52 NCP could not assume its rights to the license.53 On October
19, 2004, the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Nevada held a hear-
ing and the bankruptcy judge granted the Blanks' motion.54 On No-
vember 15, 2004, the bankruptcy judge ruled that, under the
settlement agreement, NCP did not have the right to assign the li-
cense to other parties.55

NCP then appealed to the United States District Court for the
District of Nevada, arguing that federal trademark law did not excuse
a trademark licensor from accepting performance from a third party.56

NCP also argued that, even if trademark law did excuse a licensor
from accepting performance from a third party, the Blanks had con-
sented to the assignment through the terms of the settlement agree-
ment.5 7 The district court acknowledged that § 365 of the Bankruptcy
Code permitted a trustee or a DIP to assume executory contracts.58

The district court also noted that § 365(c)(1) prevented a DIP from as-
suming any executory contract in which applicable law excused a
party from accepting performance on the contract from a third party
and the party had not consented to the assumption or assignation of
the contract.59

The district court recognized that courts are divided on how to
interpret § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code.60 The court also acknowl-
edged that the issue of whether federal trademark law prevented a
DIP from assuming or assuming and assigning a trademark license in
bankruptcy proceedings would be an issue of first impression in the
Ninth Circuit.6 ' The district court ultimately adopted the hypothetical
test's interpretation of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code and found that

52. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1) (2006).
53. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 233 (explaining that § 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy

Code provides an exception to § 365, under which a DIP may not assume an executory
contract if applicable law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting performance from
a third party).

54. Id. at 232-33.
55. Id. at 233.
56. Id.
57. Id. The district court determined that the terms of the settlement agreement

prohibited NCP from entering into any new licensing agreements after December 20,
2002 and that the Blanks, therefore, had not consented to the assignment through the
terms of the settlement agreement. Id. at 238.

58. Id. at 234 (citations omitted). Neither party disputed that the settlement agree-
ment was an executory contract. Id.

59. Id. (citations omitted).
60. Id.
61. Id. at 234-35.
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NCP could not assume the Tae Bo@ trademark. 62 In doing so, the dis-
trict court opined that it adhered to the plain language of § 365 when
it considered only whether federal trademark law would require a
trademark licensor to accept performance from a third party if the li-
censor did not consent to the assignment of the license.63

The district court stated that although the Ninth Circuit had not
ruled on the treatment of trademark licenses in bankruptcy proceed-
ings, it had determined that other forms of intellectual property, in-
cluding patents and copyrights, were personal and could not be
assumed under § 365(c)(1). 64 The district court rejected NCP's argu-
ment that trademarks were fundamentally different from patents and
copyrights because, unlike patents and copyrights, the primary pur-
pose of federal trademark law was to protect consumers from decep-
tion.65 The district court reasoned that, like a copyright or patent, a
trademark licensor has a significant retained interest in who has con-
trol of the trademark, as it affects the overall value of the product
under the trademark.66 The court stated that trademarks had many
of the same characteristics as copyrights and patents.67 Additionally,
many of the policy reasons that supported the finding that copyrights
and patents were personal and non-assignable also applied to trade-
marks.68 The district court found that a licensee could not assume a
trademark license under federal trademark law and, as a result, the
court affirmed the bankruptcy court's decision that NCP could not as-
sume the trademark license.69

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed
the district court's decision for the reasons given by the district

62. See id. at 234-37 (reasoning that, because a trademark is personal and non-
assignable under trademark law, NCP could not assume the Tae Bo@ trademark in the
bankruptcy proceedings, regardless of whether it intended to reassign the trademark to
a third party).

63. Id. at 234-36 (citations omitted).
64. Id. at 235 (citations omitted); see Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Cata-

pult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747, 750 (9th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted) (holding that
nonexclusive patent licenses are personal and non-assignable); see also In re Golden
Books Family Entm't, Inc., 269 B.R. 300, 307-10 (Bankr. D. Del. 2001) (citations omit-
ted) (noting that copyright licenses are personal and may not be assigned without the
consent of the copyright holder).

65. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235-36.
66. Id. at 236-37 (citations omitted).

67. Id. at 235-36 (citations omitted).
68. Id. at 235 (citations omitted) (citing Gregory G. Hesse, The Risk of an Offensive

Use of Catapult, 20 AMER. BANKR. INST. J. 14, 16 (2001)) (arguing that the policy reasons
for restricting the assignability of a patent or copyright license apply with equal force to
trademarks because a trademark owner should be given control over who is permitted
to use their trademark).

69. N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 237-38.
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court. 70 The Supreme Court of the United States then denied NCP's
petition for certiorari.71 Justice Kennedy, joined by Justice Breyer, is-
sued a statement with respect to the denial of certiorari in which Jus-
tice Kennedy explained that the primary purpose of Chapter 11
Bankruptcy was to enable a debtor to retain control of its company
and serve many of the roles of a trustee while going through the bank-
ruptcy proceedings.72

Justice Kennedy acknowledged that a majority of the Courts of
Appeals have followed the hypothetical test for determining whether a
DIP can assume an executory contract in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy pro-
ceedings.73 However, Justice Kennedy also noted several faults to the
hypothetical test, including that it sacrificed bankruptcy policy, be-
cause it hindered DIPs from utilizing valuable licensing contracts dur-
ing the reorganization process.74 Justice Kennedy also stated that, if
the market rate for the license improved after the parties entered into
the contract, the hypothetical test often would provide non-debtors a
windfall by releasing them from un-profitable license agreements and
allowing them to resell the license for a higher price.75 Justice Ken-
nedy explained that while the actual test avoided many of these
problems, it also failed to adhere to the plain text of § 365.76 Despite
the division of courts in interpreting § 365, the Supreme Court de-
clined to hear the case because, according to Justice Kennedy, N.C.P.
Marketing II was not a suitable case for resolving the conflict.77

III. BACKGROUND

A. SECTION 365 OF THE BANKRuPTcY CODE

Under § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code,78 a debtor in possession
("DIP") or trustee may assume or reject any executory contract it has,

70. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.
Mktg. 1l), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009). In a
two sentence opinion the Ninth Circuit stated, "the request for oral argument is denied,
and this case is hereby submitted for decision. We affirm the district court's judgment
for the reasons provided by that court." Id.

71. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.
Mktg. I), 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577, 1577 (U.S.
Mar. 23, 2009) (No. 08-463).

72. N.C.P. Mktg. III, 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct.
at 1577.

73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id. at 1578 (citations omitted).
77. Id. Justice Kennedy acknowledged that the petition for certiorari presented a

significant issue but reasoned that resolving the issue would also require the Supreme
Court to resolve issues of state trademark law. Id.

78. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
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subject to the approval of the court.7 9 Allowing the DIP to assume or
reject executory contracts enables the DIP to maintain use of valuable
property during the reorganization process while also allowing it to
reject burdensome property.8 0 Section 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy
Code provides an exception to § 365(a); it states that a DIP or trustee
may not assume or assign a contract if applicable law excuses the non-
debtor from accepting performance from a third party to the contract,
unless the non-debtor consents to the assumption.8 ' Additionally,
§ 365(f)(1) provides that, except as provided in § 365(c), a DIP may
assume an executory contract notwithstanding any provision in the
contract or applicable law that restricts, conditions, or prohibits the
assignment of the contract. 8 2

B. APPLICATION OF THE HYPOTHETICAL TEST

1. Perlman v. Catapult Entertainment, Inc.: The Ninth Circuit
Applied the Hypothetical Test and Held That a DIP May Not
Assume a Patent License Without the Non-Debtor's Consent
Because a Nonexclusive Patent License is Personal and Non-
Delegable

In Perlman v. Catapult Entertainment., Inc.,83 the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that a debtor in possession
("DIP") could not assume patent licenses pursuant to its reorganiza-
tion plan because, under federal patent law, patent licenses are con-
sidered personal and are non-assignable. 84 In Catapult, Stephen
Perlman ("Perlman") attempted to bar Catapult Entertainment, Inc.
("Catapult"), a DIP, from assuming certain patent licenses as part of a
reorganization plan.8 5 Perlman granted a number of licenses to Cata-
pult, an operator of an online gaming network, to use certain technolo-
gies and patents that belonged to Perman.8 6 In 1996, Catapult filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.8 7 Catapult, as part of its reorganization
plan, entered into a merger agreement with two other companies,

79. Id. § 365(a).
80. See 7-1100 COLLIER ON BANKRupTcy 1 1100.07 (16th ed. 2010) (explaining that

providing a DIP with the power to assume or reject executory contracts allow it to use
beneficial contracts to continue business operations while preventing burdensome con-
tracts from hindering business operations).

81. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1). Section 365(a) states "Except as provided in sections 765
and 766 of this title and in subsections (b), (c), and (d) of this section . . . ." 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(a).

82. Id. § 365(f).
83. 165 F.3d 747 (9th Cir. 1999).
84. Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747,

750 (9th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted).
85. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 748.
86. Id.
87. Id.
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Mpath Interactive, Inc. ("Mpath") and MPCAT Acquisition Corpora-
tion ("MPCAT").88 Shortly after filing for bankruptcy, Catapult moved
to assume the Perlman licenses.89 The Bankruptcy Court for the
Northern District of California allowed Catapult to assume the li-
censes, despite Perlman's objections.90 Perlman appealed to the
United States District Court for the Northern District of California,
which affirmed the bankruptcy court's decision.91

Perlman then appealed to the Ninth Circuit claiming that, even if
§ 365(c)(1) 92 of the bankruptcy code allowed Catapult to assume the
licenses, § 365(c)(1) still prohibited Catapult from subsequently as-
signing the licenses, which would essentially be the result of the
merger.93 The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court's decision and
held that Catapult could not assume the licenses.94 The Ninth Circuit
began by stating that, when interpreting a statute, a court must begin
with the plain language of the statute.95 Section 365(c)(1)(A) of the
Bankruptcy Code provided that a trustee or DIP may not assume or
assign a contract if applicable law excuses the non-debtor from ac-
cepting performance from an entity other than the DIP.96 The Ninth
Circuit reasoned that, under federal patent law, a patent was personal
and, therefore, a DIP could not assign it without the consent of the
licensor.97 The Ninth Circuit explained that, because patents were
personal and could not be assigned, a court could not force a patent
holder to allow a licensee to sublicense their patent.98 Patents, there-

88. Id. at 748-49. Under the agreement, MPCAT would merge into Catapult, leav-
ing Catapult as the surviving corporation, but Catapult would be left as a subsidiary of
Mpath and would be wholly-owned by Mpath. Id.

89. Id. at 749.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1) (2006).
93. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 749. Perlman argued that, because Catapult would be a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Mpath after the merger, a different entity would be assum-
ing the licenses than the pre-merger Catapult with which Perlman had contracted. Id.

94. Id. at 754-55.
95. Id. at 750 (citations omitted); see also Connecticut Nat'l Bank v. Germain, 503

U.S. 249, 253-54, 112 S. Ct. 1146 (1992) (noting that the statutory language is the "car-
dinal canon" to be addressed "before all others"); see also City of Jamestown v. James
Cable Partners, L.P. (In re James Cable Partners, L.P.), 27 F.3d 534, 536 (11th Cir.
1994) (citations omitted) (explaining that a court does not need to go beyond the text of a
statute unless the language of the statute is ambiguous).

96. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1)(A).
97. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750-51 (citing Everex Sys. v. Cadrak Corp. (In re CFLC,

Inc.), 89 F.3d 673, 680 (9th Cir. 1996)) (noting that "patent licenses are personal and
assignable only with the consent of the licensor").

98. See id. at 750 (citations omitted) (explaining that federal patent law was
clearly the "applicable law" under § 365(c) and, under federal patent law, a nonexclusive
patent license was personal and could not be assigned without the consent of the patent
owner); see also James Cable Partners, L.P., 27 F.3d at 537 (stating that the plain lan-
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fore, fell under the exception in § 365(c)(1)(A).99 The Ninth Circuit
stated that because Catapult could not assume the licenses, it was not
necessary for the court to address whether or not the company could
assign the contracts through the merger.'00

2. RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp.: The Fourth Circuit Adopted
the Hypothetical Test and Determined that a DIP May Not
Assume a Copyright License Because Copyright Law Prohibits
Assigning the License

In RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp.,101 the United States Court
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit maintained that, because federal
copyright law prevented a copyright licensee from sublicensing its cop-
yright license without the consent of the copyright holder, a debtor in
possession ("DIP") could not assume a copyright license in Chapter 11
bankruptcy proceedings.102 In Sunterra Corp., Sunterra Corporation
("Sunterra"), a resort management business, acquired a non-exclusive
copyright license for a computer software system from RCI Technology
Corporation ("RCI"), a software development company that catered to
the resort and hospitality industry.103 The copyright agreement al-
lowed Sunterra to make developments to the software system in order
to meet its needs, and Sunterra subsequently invested around $38
million in enhancing the software.104 The agreement stipulated that,
although Sunterra would own the enhancements to the software, Sun-
terra would grant RCI a license to use the enhanced program.' 05 In
May of 2000, Sunterra filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy and, two years
later, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Mary-
land approved Sunterra's reorganization plan.106 In response, RCI
filed a motion to have Sunterra's reorganization plan rejected.' 07 The
bankruptcy court denied RCI's motion on the ground that the copy-
right agreement was not an executory agreement and therefore, § 365
of the Bankruptcy Code' 08 did not apply.'09 The bankruptcy court also
stated that even if the agreement was an executory contract, Sunterra

guage of § 365(c)(1) prevents a DIP from assuming an executory contract when applica-
ble law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting performance from a third party).

99. Id.
100. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 749.
101. 361 F.3d 257 (4th Cir. 2004).
102. RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 260-63,

271 (4th Cir. 2004) (citations omitted).
103. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 260.
104. Id. at 261.
105. Id. (citations omitted).
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
109. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 261-62.
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could still assume the agreement because it did not intend to subse-
quently assign the agreement to a third party. 110

RCI then appealed to the United States District Court for the Dis-
trict of Maryland, which affirmed the bankruptcy court's decision.11'
The district court stated that copyright licenses were executory con-
tracts, but § 365 permitted Sunterra to assume the contract if it did
not actually intend to subsequently assign the license to a third
party. 112

RCI then appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit.113 RCI claimed that legislative history and bank-
ruptcy policy were not sufficient reasons to overrule the plain meaning
of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code." 4 The Fourth Circuit determined
that the plain meaning of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code addressed two
independent events.115 First a non-debtor must consent to the as-
sumption of an executory contract, and second, the non-debtor must
consent to the subsequent assignation of the contract.116 The Fourth
Circuit also stated that policy could only trump the plain meaning of a
statute if the plain meaning produced an absurd result." 7 The court
reasoned that the result of the literal interpretation in this case was
not absurd in light of bankruptcy policy and, therefore, the plain
meaning controlled.118

C. INsTiTuT PASTEUR V. CAMBRIDGE BIOTECH CoP.: THE FIRST

CIRCuIT APPLIED THE ACTUAL TEST

In Institut Pasteur v. Cambridge Biotech Corp.," 9 the United
States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit rejected the hypothetical

110. Id. at 261.
111. Id. at 262 (citations omitted).
112. Id. at 262-63 (citations omitted).
113. Id. at 263.
114. Id.; see also City of Jamestown v. James Cable Partners, L.P. (In re James

Cable Partners, L.P.), 27 F.3d 534, 536-37 (11th Cir. 1994) (citations omitted) (stating
that a court should adhere to the plain language of a statute if the statute is
unambiguous).

115. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 267 (citations omitted). The court stated that
"[u]nder the plain language of § 365(c)(1), therefore, two independent events must occur
before a Chapter 11 debtor in possession is entitled to assign an executory contract." Id.

116. Id. (citing Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165
F.3d 747, 752 (9th Cir. 1999)) (stating that, under § 365(c)(1), a debtor in possession
must obtain a non-debtor's consent to assume a contract and that § 365(c)(1) must be
applied a second time if the debtor in possession wishes to subsequently assign the
contract).

117. Id. at 265-68 (citations omitted).
118. See id. at 268 (citations omitted) (stating that, in order for the absurdity excep-

tion to apply, the result must be absurd, not merely "unreasonable, or even quite
unreasonable").

119. 104 F.3d 489 (1st Cir. 1997).
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test in favor of a case-by-case analysis that examined whether the
postpetition corporation was actually a different legal entity than the
licensee corporation that originally entered into the patent licensing
agreement.120 In Institut Pasteur, Cambridge Biotech Corporation
("CBC"), a manufacturer and distributor of diagnostic tests for the
human immunodeficiency virus ("HIV"), entered into an agreement
with Institut Pasteur ("Pasteur"), a non-profit French foundation in-
volved in HIV research that owned several patents for procedures
used to diagnose the HIV virus Type 2.121 The agreement was a cross-
license agreement; it permitted CBC and Pasteur to use a few of each
other's technology patents, prohibited them from assigning or subli-
censing their respective rights to any third-parties, and allowed both
parties to permit their affiliated companies to utilize the benefits of
the agreement.122 On July 7, 1994, CBC filed for Chapter 11 Bank-
ruptcy and continued to operate its business as a debtor in possession
("DIP").123 Pursuant to its reorganization plan, CBC intended to as-
sume the Pasteur patent cross-licenses and to sell CBC's stock to bi-
oMerieux, a biotechnology corporation and one of Pasteur's direct
competitors.124 Pasteur had previously granted bioMerieux a license
to use certain Pasteur technologies, but bioMerieux could only use the
license to benefit a single product and only in markets other than the
countries covered by the license Pasteur had granted to CBC.1 25 Pas-
teur objected to CBC's reorganization plan, arguing that CBC's sale of
the stock constituted an assignment of the license and that § 365 of
the Bankruptcy Code' 26 and federal patent common law did not per-
mit CBC to assign the licenses to a third party.127 The United States
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Massachusetts allowed CBC to
assume the license, reasoning that the sale to bioMerieux did not con-
stitute an assignment, but rather it was merely an assumption of the
licenses by a DIP corporation under new ownership.128 Pasteur ap-
pealed to the United States District Court for the District of Massa-

120. Institut Pasteur v. Cambridge Biotech Corp., 104 F.3d 489, 493-94 (1st Cir.
1997) (citations omitted).

121. Institut Pasteur, 104 F.3d at 490.
122. Id.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. Id. Pursuant to the cross-license, CBC was granted the right to use Pasteur's

technologies in diagnostic kits CBC sold "in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Austra-
lia, New Zealand and elsewhere" (citing Royalty-Free Cross-License, at § 7.1).

126. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
127. See Institut Pasteur, 104 F.3d at 490-91 (explaining that Pasteur's licensing

director claimed that Pasteur would not have granted bioMerieux, its competitor, a pat-
ent license with the same terms it had granted to CBC).

128. Id. at 491 (citations omitted).
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chusetts, and the district court upheld the bankruptcy court's
ruling. 129

Pasteur then appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit.o30 Pasteur argued that the reorganization plan
amounted to a de facto assignment of Pasteur's license to CBC in vio-
lation of § 365 because federal patent law, the applicable law, did not
allow a party to sublicense a patent license without the owner's con-
sent.13 The First Circuit followed its previous decision in Summit In-
vestment & Development Corp. v. Leroux132 and rejected the
hypothetical test in favor of a case-by-case inquiry that looked at
whether the non-debtor would actually need to accept performance
from a third party.133 The First Circuit determined that CBC in-
tended to continue its business operation as the same corporate entity
with which Pasteur had originally contracted when Pasteur entered
into the licensing agreement.134 The First Circuit reasoned that CBC,
as a corporation, was a separate legal entity from its shareholders, so
a drastic change in ownership did not affect whether CBC could as-
sume the licenses.' 35 As a result, the First Circuit affirmed the dis-
trict court's decision to uphold CBC's reorganization plan because it
determined that CBC's assumption of the license agreement did not
amount to a de facto assignment of the patent licenses.' 36

D. CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, AND PATENTS:

MILLER V. GLENN MILLER PRODUCTIONS

In Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions,'37 the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Central District of California acknowledged that
fundamental differences between trademark, patent, and copyright li-

129. Id.
130. Id. at 490.
131. Id. at 492 (citations omitted).
132. 69 F.3d 608 (1st Cir. 1995).
133. Institut Pasteur, 104 F.3d at 493 (citing Summit Inv. & Dev. Corp. v. Leroux (In

re Leroux), 69 F.3d 608, 612 (1st Cir. 1995)) (holding that § "365(c) and (e) contemplate
a case-by-case inquiry into whether the nondebtor party (viz., Pasteur) actually was
being 'forced to accept performance under its executory contract from someone other
than the debtor party with whom it originally contracted'").

134. Id. at 493-94.
135. Id. (citing Seagram Distillers Co. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n, 401

Mass. 713, 519 N.E.2d 276, 281 (1988)) (holding that a "corporation's sale of all its
capital stock does not alter its identity, nor effect a transfer of the corporation's execu-
tory contracts or licenses").

136. See id. at 494-95 (citations omitted) (explaining that Pasteur's argument that
CBC's reorganization plan resulted in a de facto assignment of the cross-license was
foreclosed by the First Circuit's decision in Leroux, and that CBC's ownership of the
cross-licenses survives despite changes in ownership).

137. 318 F. Supp. 2d 923 (C.D. Cal. 2004).
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censes existed.' 38 The court determined that, despite these differ-
ences, a trademark owner maintains an interest in the quality of the
trademark and, like copyright and patent licenses, a debtor in posses-
sion ("DIP") cannot sublicense a trademark license without the trade-
mark holder's consent.139 In Glenn Miller Productions, Glenn Miller, a
band leader and the founder of the Glenn Miller Orchestra, died and
left to his wife, Helen Miller, all of his trademarks and intellectual
property.140 One of Glenn Miller's friends, David Mackay, Sr., formed
Glenn Miller Productions, Inc. ("GMP") with the purpose of marketing
Glenn Miller music and merchandise and operating the Glenn Miller
Orchestra.141 Helen Miller granted the corporation a license to the
publicity rights of her deceased husband.142 When Helen Miller died,
her adopted children, Steven and Jonnie Miller, inherited any rights
she possessed.143 Following Helen Miller's death, GMP continued to
conduct performances, sell merchandise, and sub-license to others the
right to use the "Glenn Miller" name and likeness.144

On June 22, 2003, Steven and Jonnie Miller and CMG Worldwide,
Inc. (collectively "Miller") filed suit against GMP on eleven claims.145

The suit included a claim seeking declaratory relief for GMP's use of
Glenn Miller's likeness and intellectual property and for GMP's subli-
censing of these rights to third parties.146 Miller moved for summary
judgment on the issue of whether GMP could sublicense the rights to
Glenn Miller's intellectual property.147 The district court stated that
the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had previ-
ously held that a copyright licensee could not sublicense to a third
party without the copyright holder's consent because the holder re-
tained an interest in the copyright.148 The court reasoned that the pol-

138. Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d 923, 938 (C.D. Cal. 2004).
139. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 938.
140. Id. at 926-27. Glenn Miller's will did not provide for what should happen to his

publicity rights should he die and Helen Miller, therefore, inherited them through the
residue of his will. Id.

141. Id. at 927-30 (citations omitted).
142. Id. at 928. The license agreement granted "to Glenn Miller Productions, Inc.

the right and license to use the name and likeness of Glenn Miller and the library of
music belonging to the Estate of Glenn Miller . . . ." Id.

143. Id.
144. Id. at 929-30 (citations omitted). The sublicenses primarily granted to third-

parties the right to operate orchestras under the title of the Glenn Miller Orchestra,
pursuant to rigid standards established by GMP, and the licenses were non-assignable.
Id.

145. Id. at 931. Steve and Jonnie Miller hired CMG Worldwide, Inc. as their exclu-
sive licensing agent. Id.

146. Id.
147. Id.
148. Id. at 937 (citing Harris v. Emus Records Corp., 734 F.2d 1329, 1334 (9th Cir.

1984)) (holding that a copyright licensee could not transfer a license to a third party
without the consent of the copyright holder).
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icy reasons behind prohibiting sublicensing of copyright and patent
licenses were equally relevant to trademark licenses and, therefore, a
licensee could not sublicense a trademark license without the consent
of the trademark holder.149 As a result, the court determined that
GMP could not sublicense its trademark to the intellectual property
rights of Glenn Miller without the consent of the licensor.o50 GMP
then appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit.15 1 The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court's decision on
the basis of the doctrine of laches, and did not address the issue of
GMP's sublicensing of the trademarks.152

E. PERTINENT DECISIONS THAT ADDRESSED THE LEGAL STATUS OF A

DIP

1. Breeden v. Catron: The United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia Determined That a Debtor in
Possession is a Separate Legal Entity From a Prepetition Debtor

In Breeden v. Catron,153 the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia maintained that a debtor in possession
("DIP") could not assume a partnership agreement under § 365 of the
Bankruptcy Code' 54 because the DIP was a separate legal entity from
the prepetition contracting partner.155 In Catron, Curtis R. Catron
("Catron"), Ramon W. Breeden Jr. ("Breeden"), and Marian R.
Breeden, as trustees, entered into a partnership agreement for the
purpose of purchasing a tract of land and building and operating a
shopping center on the land.'56 Due to a decline in the economy, the
partnership could not meet its financial obligations, so Breeden twice
requested capital contributions from the partners.' 57 Catron did not
contribute the amounts due either time and, on October 17, 1991, Ca-

149. Id. at 938; see also Tap Publ'ns, Inc. v. Chinese Yellow Pages (New York) Inc.,
925 F. Supp. 212, 218 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (citations omitted) (stating that trademark li-
censes, like copyright and patent licenses, are personal in nature and cannot be as-
signed to a third party without the consent of the licensor); see also J. Thomas
McCarthy, 4 MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 25.33 (4th ed.
2005) (explaining that, in order to protect the trademark owner's interest in maintain-
ing the quality of the trademark, trademark rights are personal and cannot be assigned
to a third party without the owner's consent).

150. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 938.
151. Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions, Inc., 454 F.3d 975, 981 (9th Cir. 2006).
152. Glenn Miller Productions, Inc., 454 F.3d at 981.
153. 158 B.R. 629 (E.D. Va. 1993).
154. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
155. Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629, 633, 637-38 (E.D. Va. 1993),

aff'd without op., 25 F.3d 1038 (4th Cir. 1994).
156. Catron, 158 B.R. at 631.
157. Id.
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tron filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.158 The other two partners sub-
sequently filed a petition to lift the automatic stay so the partners
could exercise a buy-out option included in the partnership agree-
ment. 59 The bankruptcy court granted the partners' request and
lifted the stay, reasoning that the partnership agreement was a con-
tract for personal services and was therefore non-delegable. 60 The
bankruptcy court reasoned that Catron was a different legal entity
than his prepetition status and would technically be assigning the
contract when he assumed it, because he, as a DIP, was not an origi-
nal party to the contract.161

Catron then appealed to the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia, claiming that a partnership agreement
was not the type of executory contract that fell under the exception of
§ 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code.162 Catron also argued that, as a
DIP, he was not a different legal entity from his status as a prepeti-
tion partner.' 63 The district court determined that the language in
§ 365 required the use of the hypothetical test to determine whether
Catron could assume or assign the contract.16 4 The district court
stated that, under the applicable law, a partnership agreement was
the type of agreement that a DIP could not assume under the excep-
tion in § 365(c)(1) absent the consent of the other partners.165 The dis-
trict court further reasoned that Catron, as a DIP, was a separate
legal entity from his status as a prepetition debtor because, once he
filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy, his fiduciary obligation was to his
creditors rather than to his partners.' 66 Therefore, under § 365(c)(1),
Catron could not assume the contract without requiring the partners
to accept performance from a legally different third party, something
applicable law excused the partners from doing.' 6 7 Catron then ap-
pealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,

158. Id.
159. Id.; see generally 11 U.S.C. § 362 (2006) (stating that when a debtor files a

petition for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy a stay is automatically imposed by law that protects
the debtor from any prepetition claims).

160. Catron, 158 B.R. at 631 (E.D. Va. 1993), affd without op., 25 F.3d 1038 (4th
Cir. 1994); Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 624, 627-28 (Bankr. E.D.
Va. 1992).

161. Catron, 158 B.R. at 628.
162. Id. at 632.
163. Id.
164. See id. at 633 (affirming the bankruptcy court's interpretation of § 365(c) as

articulating a hypothetical test).
165. Id. at 635.
166. Id. at 637-38.
167. See id. at 635-38 (explaining that Catron as a post-petition debtor was a sepa-

rate legal entity than his pre-petition self and thus would be considered a third party if
he was allowed to assume the partnership agreement).
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which affirmed the district court's decision for the reasons the district
court stated.168

2. In re West Electronics, Inc.: The Third Circuit Concluded a DIP
Cannot Assume a Non-Assignable Government Contract in
Bankruptcy Proceedings Because the DIP Was a Separate Legal
Entity from the Prepetition Debtor

In In re West Electronics, Inc.,169 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Third Circuit interpreted § 365 of the Bankruptcy
Code170 as differentiating between a solvent contracting party and an
insolvent debtor in possession ("DIP") and determined a DIP did not
have a legally cognizable interest in assuming a government contract
in Chapter 11 bankruptcy.' 71 In West Electronics, West Electronics,
Inc. ("West") entered into an agreement with the United States gov-
ernment under which West was to provide a large supply of military
equipment for the United States Air Force. 172 As a result of a com-
puter malfunction, West was unable to make its initial deliveries
under its contract with the government, and consequentially, the gov-
ernment ceased making progress payments until it could review
West's financial condition.173 The review revealed substantial irregu-
larities in West's accounting practices.174 The government suspended
the contract and notified West that, unless it could show cause, the
government would terminate the contract.' 75 In an attempt to satisfy
a lien against West, the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") seized
$779,449.40 of West's assets.' 76 On December 19, 1986, West filed for
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy and obtained an automatic stay and a tempo-
rary order preventing the IRS from seizing any more of West's prop-
erty.177 The government filed a motion requesting that the court lift
the stay and allow the government to terminate the contract.178 The
bankruptcy court denied the government's motion, reasoning that

168. Catron v. Breeden (In re Catron), No. 93-222725, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20800,
at *1 (4th Cir. June 14, 1994).

169. 852 F.2d 79 (3d Cir. 1988).
170. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
171. In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d 79, 83-84 (3d Cir. 1988) (citations

omitted).
172. West Electronics, 852 F.2d at 80. West was to supply a large number of AIM-9

missile launcher power supply units. Id.
173. Id. In response to the government suspending the progress payments, West

delivered some of the units to another buyer who was willing to pay cash. Id.
174. Id.
175. Id. West responded by asserting that the delay was partially the result of the

government's failure to provide an adequate number of government inspectors. Id.
176. Id.
177. Id.
178. Id. at 80-81.
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West should have an opportunity to cure its default and that no exi-
gent circumstances warranted lifting the stay.179 The government ap-
pealed to the United States District Court for the District of New
Jersey, and the district court affirmed the bankruptcy court's deci-
sion.180 The district court reasoned that because West indicated that
it intended to cure its default, it could assume the contract.' 8 '

The government then appealed to the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Third Circuit and argued that under § 365 of the Bank-
ruptcy Code and the Nonassignment Act,182 a DIP could not assume a
government contract.183 The Third Circuit determined that if non-
bankruptcy law required the government to consent to an assignment
of the contract, then West, as the DIP, could not assume the con-
tract.184 The Third Circuit concluded that the Nonassignment Act
barred the assignment of a contract like the one at issue, and, there-
fore, § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code prevented West from assuming the
contract.' 85 The Third Circuit interpreted § 365 of the Bankruptcy
Code as differentiating between a solvent contracting party and an
insolvent DIP and reasoned that Congress intended for the statute to
treat them differently.186 The Nonassignment Act did not require the
government to accept performance from a third party.' 87 The Third
Circuit reasoned that because West became a new legal entity when it
became a DIP, it could not assume the contract.' 88

IV. ANALYSIS

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Productions (N.C.P.
Marketing II),189 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit affirmed and adopted the United States District Court for the
District of Nevada's decision to use the hypothetical test to determine

179. Id. at 81. The government argued that the stay should be lifted because of na-
tional defense considerations. Id.

180. Id.
181. Id.
182. 41 U.S.C. § 15 (2006).
183. West Electronics, 852 F.2d at 82-83 (citations omitted). The language of the

Nonassignment Act provides that "No [government] contract ... or any interest therein,
shall be transferred by the party to whom such contract ... is given to any other party,
and any such transfer shall cause the annulment of the contract . .. transferred, so far
as the United States are concerned." 41 U.S.C. § 15.

184. West Electronics, 852 F.2d at 83.
185. Id.
186. See Id. (stating that "Congress anticipated an argument like the one here made

and wanted that section to reflect its judgment that in the context of the assumption
and assignment of executory contracts, a solvent contractor and an insolvent debtor in
possession going through bankruptcy are materially distinct entities").

187. Id.
188. Id. at 83-84; see also supra note 186 and accompanying text.
189. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
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whether a debtor in possession ("DIP") could assume an executory con-
tract in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings.190 The Ninth Circuit
treated trademark licenses similar to other forms of intellectual prop-
erty licenses for purposes of analyzing whether the licenses were as-
sumable in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.19'

In N.C.P. Marketing II, Billy and Gayle Blanks ("the Blanks"), the
creators of the exercise regimen named Tae Bo®, through BG Star
Productions, owned the trade names for Tae Bo® and Billy
Blanks@.192 The Blanks licensed their Tae Bo® trade name to N.C.P.
Marketing Group ("NCP"), and NCP subsequently filed for Chapter 11
Bankruptcy and attempted to assume the Tae Bo® trademark in the
bankruptcy proceedings.1 93 The Blanks filed a motion challenging this
action on the grounds that, under § 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy
Code,' 94 NCP could not assume its rights to the license.' 95

The Ninth Circuit opined that N.C.P. could not assume a trade-
mark license because, under federal trademark law, NCP could not
force the Blanks to accept performance from a third party.196 The
court applied the hypothetical test when it declined to allow NCP to
assume the trademark license, even though NCP did not intend to as-
sign the license to a third party.'97 The Ninth Circuit had previously
determined that, under § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code,' 98 copyright
and patent licenses were non-assumable.199 The Ninth Circuit in
N.C.P. Marketing II extended this reasoning when it determined fed-

190. Because the Ninth Circuit in a two sentence opinion adopted the district court's
decision and reasoning therein, this Note refers to the district court's opinion as if the
Ninth Circuit issued it. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg.
Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P. Mktg. II), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S.
Ct. 1577 (2009) (stating "the request for oral argument is denied, and this case is hereby
submitted for decision. We affirm the district court's judgment for the reasons provided
by that court.").

191. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.
Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 235-37 (Bankr. D. Nev. 2005) (citations omitted).

192. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 232.
193. Id. at 233 (explaining that § 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code provides an ex-

ception to § 365, under which a DIP may not assume an executory contract if applicable
law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting performance from a third party).

194. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1) (2006).
195. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 233 (explaining that § 365(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy

Code provides an exception to § 365, under which a DIP may not assume an executory
contract if applicable law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting performance from
a third party).

196. Id.
197. See id. at 234-37 (citations omitted) (stating that, under the hypothetical test, a

DIP could not assume a contract over the non-debtor's objection if applicable law would
prevent the DIP from assigning the contract to a third party and declining to allow NCP
to assume the trademark licenses because trademark law made the licenses non-
assignable).

198. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
199. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235 (citations omitted).
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eral trademark law, the applicable law at issue in this case, made
trademark licenses personal and non-assignable. 200 The Ninth Circuit
reasoned that, pursuant to the exception codified in § 365(c)(1)(A),
NCP could not assume the trademark license in the bankruptcy pro-
ceedings because NCP would not be able to sublicense the Tae Bo@
trademark license without the Blanks' consent.201

This Analysis will illustrate that the Ninth Circuit in N. C.P. Mar-
keting II correctly adopted and applied the hypothetical test to deter-
mine whether or not a DIP could assume an executory contract in
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings. 202 First, the plain meaning of
the statutory language of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code requires
courts to use the hypothetical test, and arguments in favor of the ac-
tual test are not strong enough to justify deviation from the plain
meaning of the statute. 203 Second, the Ninth Circuit was correct that
trademark licenses are personal and non-assignable because trade-
mark licenses are analogous to copyright and patent licenses. 204

Lastly, the Ninth Circuit was correct that the original contracting
party is a separate legal entity from the same entity as a postpetition
DIP.205

A. THE NINTH CIRCUIT CORRECTLY INTERPRETED THAT § 365 OF THE

BANKRUPTCY CODE REQUIRES COURTS To USE THE
HYPOTHETICAL TEST By PROPERLY APPLYING THE PLAIN

MEANING RULE

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Production (N.C.P.
Marketing II),206 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit correctly adopted the hypothetical test to determine whether a
debtor in possession ("DIP") could assume an executory contract in
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings. 207 The Ninth Circuit correctly
interpreted the plain meaning of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code 208 to
require courts to apply the hypothetical test. 209 The Ninth Circuit cor-
rectly adhered to the plain meaning rule because the literal interpre-

200. Id. at 235-37 (citations omitted).
201. Id. at 236-37.
202. See infra notes 206-314 and accompanying text.
203. See infra notes 206-70 and accompanying text.
204. See infra notes 271-94 and accompanying text.
205. See infra notes 295-314 and accompanying text.
206. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
207. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. II), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577
(2009) (affirming the decision of the United States District Court for the District of Ne-
vada which applied the hypothetical test).

208. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
209. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 234, 237 (D. Nev. 2005).
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tation of § 365 was not absurd and there was not sufficient evidence
that the literal interpretation was contrary to Congress's expressed
intent.210 As a result, the Ninth Circuit correctly disregarded the leg-
islative history of the statute and bankruptcy policy in its analysis.211

1. The Ninth Circuit was Correct that the Plain Meaning Rule
Required Application of the Hypothetical Test

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Production (N.C.P.
Marketing II),212 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit correctly determined that the plain meaning of § 365 of the
Bankruptcy Code 213 required it to adopt the hypothetical test.214 As a
result, the Ninth Circuit determined that N.C.P. Marketing Group,
Inc. ("NCP"), a debtor in possession ("DIP"), could not assume a trade-
mark license in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings. 215

In Perlman v. Catapult Entertainment, Inc.,216 the Ninth Circuit
previously stated that, when interpreting a statute, a court must be-
gin with the plain language of the statute. 217 A court does not need to
go beyond the text of a statute unless the language of the statute is
ambiguous.218 In N.C.P. Marketing II, the Ninth Circuit strictly ad-
hered to the plain language of § 365 when it declined to allow NCP to
assume the trademark license.219 As such, the Ninth Circuit correctly
applied precedent when it applied the plain meaning rule.220

210. See infra notes 229-70 and accompanying text.
211. See N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 237 (stating that, because the district court

found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could
not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy proceedings). The court did not
consider in its analysis bankruptcy policy or the legislative history of the statute. Id. at
234-37 (citations omitted). See also infra notes 229-70 and accompanying text.

212. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
213. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
214. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 234 (D. Nev. 2005) (citations omitted).
215. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 237.
216. 165 F.3d 747 (9th Cir. 1999).
217. Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747,

750 (9th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted); see also Connecticut Nat'l Bank v. Germain, 503
U.S. 249, 253-54, 112 S. Ct. 1146 (1992) (noting that the statutory language is the "car-
dinal canon" to be addressed "before all others").

218. City of Jamestown v. James Cable Partners, L.P. (In re James Cable Partners,
L.P.), 27 F.3d 534, 536 (11th Cir. 1994) (citations omitted).

219. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (explaining "'the hypothetical,' test ad-
heres strictly to the plain statutory language in examining whether, hypothetically
without looking to the individual facts of the case, any executory contracts could be
assumed under applicable federal law," and declining to allow a DIP to assume a trade-
mark license in bankruptcy proceedings because federal trademark law made trade-
mark licenses non-assignable).

220. Compare Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750 (citations omitted) (explaining the Ninth
Circuit was bound by the plain meaning of §365 and that it, therefore, adopted the
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In N.C.P. Marketing II, the Ninth Circuit did not address why it
applied the plain meaning rule.221 However, in Catapult, the Ninth
Circuit explained that the plain language of § 365 precluded a DIP
from assuming an executory contract if applicable law made that con-
tract non-assignable. 222 Section 365(c)(1) states that a DIP cannot as-
sume, or assume and assign, an executory contract if applicable law
excuses the nondebtor from accepting performance from a third-party
and the nondebtor does not consent to the assumption or assign-
ment.223 The Ninth Circuit in Catapult reasoned that the plain lan-
guage of the statute prevented a DIP from assuming an executory
contract if applicable law barred assignment of the contract to a third
party and the nondebtor had not consented to the assumption. 224 Ac-
cording to the Ninth Circuit in Catapult, if applicable law precluded
assignment of an executory contract, a DIP is barred from assuming
the contract even if the DIP does not intend to assign the contract to a
third-party.225 The actual test, however, allows a DIP to assume an
executory contract as long as the DIP does not intend to assign the
contract to a third party. 226 As a result, the actual test deviates from
the plain meaning of § 365 because it may allow a DIP to assume an
executory contract even if the applicable law excuses the non-debtor
from accepting performance from a third party, something that is in-
appropriate in the absence of ambiguity in the statutory language. 227

Like the Ninth Circuit in Catapult, the Ninth Circuit in N.C.P. Mar-
keting II appropriately adopted the hypothetical test because it gives

hypothetical test), with N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (adhering to the plain mean-
ing of § 365 by applying to the hypothetical test).

221. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. 235-37 (D. Nev. 2005) (explaining the plain mean-
ing of § 365 required application of the hypothetical test and declining to allow a DIP to
assume a trademark license because federal trademark law made the license non-as-
sumable). The court did not explain its reasoning for applying the plain meaning rule.
Id. at 234-37 (citations omitted).

222. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750; see also James Cable Partners, L.P., 27 F.3d at 537
(stating that the plain language of § 365(c)(1) prevents a DIP from assuming an execu-
tory contract when applicable law would excuse the non-debtor from accepting perform-
ance from a third party).

223. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1).
224. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750 (explaining that "the literal language of §365(c)(1) is

thus said to establish a 'hypothetical test'").
225. Id.
226. Id. at 751.
227. Compare id. at 751, 754 (stating that § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code speaks

clearly and that the actual test allows a DIP to assume an executory contract even if
applicable law excuses the non-debtor from accepting performance from a third party),
with James Cable Partners, L.P., 27 F.3d at 536-37 (citations omitted) (stating that a
court should adhere to the plain language of a statute if the statute is unambiguous and
explaining that the plain language of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code prohibits a DIP
from assuming an executory contract if applicable law excuses the non-debtor from ac-
cepting performance from a third party).
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effect to the plain meaning of the statutory language of § 365 of the
Bankruptcy Code.228

2. The Ninth Circuit Correctly Applied the Plain Meaning Rule
When It Adopted the Hypothetical Test, Despite Contrary
Arguments that Exceptions to the Plain Meaning Rule Apply to
§ 365

Only two exceptions allow a court to look beyond the plain mean-
ing of an unambiguous statute.229 The first exception exists when ap-
plication of the plain meaning of a statute produces a result that is
absurd.230 Proponents of the actual test have argued that the statu-
tory language of § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code 231 is absurd because it
contains inconsistencies between § 365(c)(1) and § 365(f)(1), and ap-
plying the actual test helps achieve internal consistency. 232 Propo-
nents have also argued that § 365 falls under the absurdity exception
because it is inconsistent with bankruptcy policy. 233 The second ex-
ception exists when the literal interpretation of a statute is clearly at
odds with Congress's express intent.234 One proponent of the actual
test produced a committee report related to § 365 to support the argu-
ment that the plain meaning of § 365 is inconsistent with Congress's
intent.235

228. Compare Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750 (citations omitted) (stating that because the
Ninth Circuit was "bound by the plain terms of the statute," it would "join the Third and
Eleventh Circuits in adopting the 'hypothetical test'"), with N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at
234, 237 (stating that the hypothetical test strictly adheres to the plain language of the
statute and determining that, because trademark law made a trademark license non-
assignable, NCP could not assume the trademark license without the consent of the
Blanks).

229. RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 265
(4th Cir. 2004).

230. Sunterra, 361 F.3d at 265 (citing Sigmon Coal Co. v. Apfel, 226 F.3d 291, 304
(4th Cir. 2000)) (explaining "the first exception, premised on absurdity, exists 'when
literal application of the statutory language at issue results in an outcome that can
truly be characterized as absurd, i.e., that is so gross as to shock the general moral or
common sense'").

231. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
232. See Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d

747, 751 (9th Cir. 1999) (explaining that Catapult, a DIP, argued that deviation from
the plain meaning of the statutory language by applying the actual test was necessary
in order to minimize inconsistencies within the statute).

233. See Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 265-68 (explaining that a DIP argued that the
hypothetical test was inconsistent with the bankruptcy policy of providing protection to
DIPs and allowing them to maximize the benefit of their estate).

234. Id. at 265 (citing Sigmon Coal, 226 F.3d at 304) (explaining that "the second
exception is premised on legislative intent, and it exists only 'when literal application of
the statutory language at issue produces an outcome that is demonstrably at odds with
clearly expressed congressional intent").

235. See Catapult, 165 F.3d at 751-54 (citations omitted) (explaining that a DIP pro-
duced a committee report to support its argument that Congress clearly meant some-
thing different than the plain language of § 365).
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When the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
affirmed and adopted the decision of the United States District Court
for the District of Nevada in N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star
Production (N.C.P. Marketing II),236 the Ninth Circuit did not address
the issue of the alleged inconsistencies between § 365(c)(1) and
§ 365(f)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code. 2 3 7 The Ninth Circuit also did not
consider bankruptcy policy or the legislative history of § 365.238 De-
spite not addressing these issues, the Ninth Circuit's adoption of the
hypothetical test was correct because no inconsistencies in the statu-
tory language of § 365 exist, and the literal interpretation of § 365 is
not absurd, nor is it at odds with congressional intent.239

Subsection (c)(1) of § 365 prevents a debtor in possession ("DIP")
from assuming a contract if applicable law barred the assignment of
the contract to a third party.240 Subsection (f)(1) of § 365, however,
states that a DIP may assume an executory contract even if the appli-
cable law contains provisions prohibiting assignment. 241 Proponents
of the actual test argue that the language of § 365 creates inconsisten-
cies between subsection (c)(1) and subsection (f)(1), and that applying
the actual test helps achieve internal consistency. 242 In response to
this argument, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-
cuit in Perlman v. Catapult Entertainment, Inc.2 43 noted that there

236. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
237. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 237 (D. Nev. 2005) (stating that, because the district
court found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, the
court determined NCP could not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy
proceedings). The court did not address the alleged inconsistency in the statutory lan-
guage at any point in its opinion. Id. at 234-37 (citations omitted).

238. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 237 (stating that, because the district court
found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could
not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy proceedings). The court did not
consider in its analysis bankruptcy policy or the legislative history of the statute. Id. at
234-37 (citations omitted).

239. Compare Catapult, 165 F.3d at 751 (citations omitted) (stating that the dire
inconsistencies cited by a DIP in its argument of why the court should deviate from the
plain language of the statute "turn out, on close analysis, to be no such thing" and there
is not a "clear indication of contrary [congressional] intent that would overcome the
unambiguous language of" § 365), and Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 268 (stating "appli-
cation of the Plain Meaning Rule does not produce a result so grossly inconsistent with
bankruptcy policy as to be absurd"), with N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 234, 237 (stating
that the hypothetical test strictly adheres to the plain language of the statute and deter-
mining that, because trademark law made a trademark license non-assignable, NCP
could not assume the trademark license without the consent of the Blanks).

240. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 747, 751.
241. 11 U.S.C. § 365(f)(1).
242. See Catapult, 165 F.3d at 751 (explaining that Catapult, a DIP, argued that

deviation from the plain meaning of the statutory language by applying the actual test
was necessary in order to minimize inconsistencies within the statute).

243. 165 F.3d 747 (9th Cir. 1999).
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were no inconsistencies in the statutory language of § 365.244 The
Ninth Circuit in Catapult conceded that a court should interpret a
statute to achieve consistency among related provisions, but found de-
viating from the plain language of § 365 unnecessary to achieve this
end.245 The Ninth Circuit in Catapult reasoned the two sections ad-
dressed two different types of applicable law. 246 Subsection (f)(1)
stated that a DIP can assume an executory contract even if applicable
law included a general ban on assignment. 247 Subsection (c)(1), how-
ever, specifically banned assumption if the applicable law excused the
non-debtor from accepting performance from a third party.248 Accord-
ing to the Ninth Circuit's interpretation in Catapult, subsection (c)(1)
operated as a narrow exception to the broad rule of subsection (f)(1),
under which a DIP could assume an executory contract even if appli-
cable law included a general ban on assignment.249 However, subsec-
tion (c)(1) only operated to prevent a DIP from assuming an executory
contract if the reason the applicable law banned assignment was be-
cause the identity of the party assuming the contract was material. 250

Similarly, in RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. ,251 Sunterra Cor-
poration ("Sunterra"), a DIP, contended that a literal interpretation of
§ 365(c)(1) produced inconsistencies within the language of that provi-
sion alone.252 Sunterra argued that a literal interpretation rendered
the phrase "or the debtor in possession" in § 365(c)(1)(A) superfluous
because subsection (c)(1)(A) already prohibited assumption when ap-
plicable law excused the non-debtor from accepting performance from
any other entity, including the DIP.2 5 3 The United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Fourth Circuit rejected this argument on the grounds

244. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 751.
245. Id. (citations omitted).
246. Id. at 752. (citations omitted).
247. Id. (citations omitted).
248. Id. (citations omitted).
249. Id. (citations omitted).
250. Id. (citations omitted). The Ninth Circuit then determined that the exception in

§ 365(c)(1) applied because federal patent law precluded free assignability of patents on
the basis that patents are personal and the identity of the licensee is material to the
agreement. Id.

251. 361 F.3d 257 (4th Cir, 2004).
252. RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 267

(4th Cir. 2004).
253. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 267. See also 11 U.S.C. § 365(C)(1)(A). Section

365(C)(1)(A) provides that
the trustee may not assume or assign any executory contract . .. of the debtor,
whether or not such a contract . .. prohibits or restricts assignment of rights or
delegation of duties if applicable law excuses a party, other than the debtor, to
such a contract ... from accepting performance from or rendering performance
to an entity other than the debtor or the debtor in possession, whether or not
such contract . . . prohibits or restricts assignment of rights or delegation of
duties.
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that Congress intended the language of subsection (c)(1)(A) to treat
assumption and assignment as two distinct events to which the non-
debtor must separately consent.254 The Fourth Circuit explained that
the language of subsection (c)(1)(A) addressed two independent
events.255 First, the non-debtor must consent to the DIP's assumption
of the contract, and second, the non-debtor must consent to any subse-
quent assignment of the contract. 256 Viewed in conjunction with this
two-step process, the phrase "debtor in possession" was not superflu-
ous because it acknowledged the disjunctive nature of the phrase "as-
sume or assign" in the language of the statute.25 7

Sunterra also argued that § 365 fell under the absurdity excep-
tion because the result of the literal interpretation was inconsistent
with the bankruptcy policy of providing protection to DIPs and al-
lowing them to maximize the benefit of their estate by assuming valu-
able license agreements. 258 In response to this argument, the Fourth
Circuit pointed out that the Bankruptcy Code contained a number of
provisions intended to protect the rights of the non-debtor.259 The ex-
istence of these provisions made it plausible that Congress intended
courts to apply § 365(c) as a protection of the non-debtor's interests. 260

The Fourth Circuit determined that, because it was plausible that
Congress intended a literal interpretation of the language of § 365, the
result must not be absurd.261 The Fourth Circuit stated that, while
the result might be quite unreasonable in light of bankruptcy policy, it
was not so grossly inconsistent as to qualify for the absurdity
exception.262

In Catapult, a DIP produced a committee report to support its ar-
gument that the Ninth Circuit should apply the actual test, even
though it abandoned the plain meaning of § 365, because the actual
test was consistent with Congress's intent.263 The Ninth Circuit in
Catapult conceded that it may depart from the plain meaning rule if
legislative history showed Congress clearly intended to say something
other than what § 365(c)(1) said. 2 6 4 However, the Ninth Circuit stated

254. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 267.
255. Id.
256. Id.
257. Id. (citing 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)) (emphasis added).
258. Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 265-68.
259. Id.
260. See id. (rejecting a DIP's argument that, because § 365 did not address a partic-

ular grievance and was not enacted in response to a specific court decision as many
other Nondebtor Provisions were, Congress did not intend it to prevent a DIP from as-
suming an executory contract in bankruptcy proceedings).

261. Id.
262. Id. (citations omitted).
263. Id. at 751-54 (citations omitted).
264. Id.
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that the committee report was not sufficient evidence of such intent
because the report addressed a different bill, predated the enactment
of § 365(c)(1), and only expressed the views of one House
Committee.265

In N.C.P. Marketing II, the Ninth Circuit did not address the al-
leged inconsistencies in § 365, bankruptcy policy, or legislative intent
when it adhered to the plain meaning rule by applying the hypotheti-
cal test. 266 In Sunterra, the Fourth Circuit determined that § 365 did
not fall under the absurdity exception to the plain meaning rule be-
cause inconsistencies in the statute did not exist and the statute was
not so inconsistent with bankruptcy policy to be considered absurd.267

Likewise, in Catapult, the Ninth Circuit determined that § 365 did not
fall under the legislative intent exception to the plain meaning rule
because the legislative history of § 365 was not sufficient evidence
that Congress did not intend the literal meaning of § 365.268 The
Ninth Circuit in N.C.P. Marketing II properly interpreted case law
when it adhered to the plain meaning of § 365 and applied the hypo-
thetical test.2 6 9 The Ninth Circuit in N.C.P. Marketing II was correct
because considering policy or legislative history was inappropriate
since no ambiguity in the language of § 365 existed and the result of
applying the plain meaning of the statute was not absurd.270

265. Id. (citations omitted).
266. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 237 (D. Nev. 2005) (stating that, because the district
court found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, the
court determined NCP could not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy
proceedings). The court did not address the alleged inconsistency in the statutory lan-
guage, bankruptcy policy, or legislative intent at any point in its opinion. Id. at 234-37
(citations omitted).

267. See Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 267-68 (explaining that § 365 "may be read
literally without creating irreconcilable conflict within itself or with its neighboring
statutory provisions" and the plain meaning of the statute did "not produce a result so
grossly inconsistent with bankruptcy policy as to be absurd").

268. Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747,
751-54 (9th Cir. 1999).

269. Compare Catapult, 165 F.3d at 753 (citations omitted) (stating that the Ninth
Circuit did not discern any ambiguity in the plain language of the statute), and Sun-
terra, 361 F.3d at 268 (explaining that the plain meaning of the statute did "not produce
a result so grossly inconsistent with bankruptcy policy as to be absurd"), with N.C.P.
Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234, 237 (stating that the hypothetical test strictly adheres to the
plain language of the statute and determining that, because trademark law made a
trademark license non-assignable, NCP could not assume the trademark license with-
out the consent of the Blanks).

270. Compare Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d at 265, 258 (citations omitted) (stating that
the only circumstances when a court may consider policy or legislative history when
interpreting a statute are if the statutory language is ambiguous, and the literal inter-
pretation of the statute is either absurd or "demonstrably at odds with clearly expressed
congressional intent" and the result of the plain meaning of § 365 is not so inconsistent
with bankruptcy policy that it is absurd), and Catapult, 165 F.3d at 751-54 (citations
omitted) (stating that there is no ambiguity in the plain statutory language of
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B. THE NINTH CIRCUIT CORRECTLY DETERMINED THAT TRADEMARK
LICENSES ARE PERSONAL AND NON-ASSIGNABLE BECAUSE
TRADEMARK LICENSES ARE ANALOGOUS TO COPYRIGHT AND
PATENT LICENSES

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Production (N.C.P.
Marketing lI),271 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit correctly decided that a debtor in possession ("DIP") could not
assume a trademark license because applicable nonbankruptcy law
prevented the DIP from assigning the license agreement. 2 72 The
Ninth Circuit extensively analyzed the characteristics of trademarks
and the policy reasons behind trademark law. 2 7 3 In N.C.P. Marketing
II, the Ninth Circuit rejected a DIP's argument that trademark li-
censes were fundamentally different from copyright licenses.2 74 The
Ninth Circuit stated that case law held that copyright and patent li-
censes were non-assignable and, therefore, a DIP could not assume
these licenses in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy proceedings.2 75 The court de-
termined that trademark licenses were analogous to copyright and
patent licenses, warranting the court's treatment of trademark li-
censes as also being non-assignable. 2 76 As a result, the Ninth Circuit
held that the DIP could not assume a trademark license in Chapter 11
Bankruptcy. 27 7

§ 365(c)(1) and that there was not a "clear indication of contrary [congressional] in-
tent"), with N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234, 237 (stating that the hypothetical test
strictly adheres to the plain language of the statute and determining that, because
trademark law made a trademark license non-assignable, NCP could not assume the
trademark license without the consent of the Blanks).

271. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
272. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. II), 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
273. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 235-36 (D. Nev. 2005) (citations omitted) (explaining that
one of the purposes of trademark law is to protect the trademark owner's property
rights and interest in preserving the value of the products under the trademark) (citing
J. Thomas McCarthy, 4 McCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 25.33
(4th ed. 2005)) (stating that licensors should have the right to control the sublicensing of
their trademark).

274. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235 (citations omitted).
275. Id. at 235 (citations omitted); see also RCI Tech. Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re

Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 271 (4th Cir. 2004) (concluding that a DIP is precluded
from assuming a copyright licensing agreement in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy without the
consent of the licensor); see also Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult
Entm't, Inc.), 165 F.3d 747, 750 (9th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted) (explaining that
nonexclusive patent licenses are personal and non-assignable).

276. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235-36 (citations omitted) (stating that because
the owner of a trademark "has the duty to control the quality of goods sold under its
mark, it must have the right to pass upon the abilities of new potential licensees"). See
infra notes 278-94 and accompanying text.

277. N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 237.
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In Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc.,278 the United States Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit explained that federal patent law
made patents personal and non-assignable without the consent of the
licensor.279 The Ninth Circuit in Catapult explained that this policy of
non-assignability existed because patent licenses were personal in na-
ture and the identity of the licensee could matter greatly to the licen-
sor.280 Similarly, in Miller v. Glenn Miller ProductionS281 the United
States District Court for the Central District of California stated that
copyright and patent licensees cannot sublicense their licenses with-
out the licensors' consent.282 In addressing the non-assignability of
copyright licenses, the district court explained that a copyright owner
retained an interest in the copyright and had a duty to monitor the
copyright.283 The court further explained that permitting the licensee
to sublicense these interests without the owner's consent would jeop-
ardize the interest. 284 Furthermore, restricting the assignability of
copyright licenses prevented litigation to resolve disputes concerning
the adequacy and scope of a sub-licensee's performance.285

In Glenn Miller Productions, the district court explained that a
trademark owner's duty to maintain quality control over the trade-
mark owner's trademark was analogous to a copyright owner's duty to
monitor the use of the copyright owner's copyright. 28 6 The district
court acknowledged that fundamental differences between trademark
law and copyright law existed, but reasoned that both copyright and
trademark licensors retained an interest in their intellectual prop-
erty.287 The court in Glenn Miller Productions explained that permit-
ting a trademark licensee to sublicense without the consent of the
licensor would diminish this interest.288 Additionally, failing to re-

278. 165 F.3d 747 (9th Cir. 1999).
279. Catapult, 165 F.3d at 750.
280. Id.
281. 318 F. Supp. 2d 923 (C.D. Cal. 2004).
282. See Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d 923, 933 (C.D. Cal.

2004) (explaining "it is well established in patent and copyright law that a patent and
copyright licensee may not sublicense his licensed intellectual property rights without
express permission from the licensor").

283. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 937.
284. Id.
285. Id.
286. See id. (citations omitted) (explaining that the policy rationales cited in a previ-

ous Ninth Circuit decision, in which the court held that a copyright licensee could not
sublicense to a third party without the consent of the licensor, applied "with equal force
to the sub-licensing of trademarks"); see also 3 McCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR
COMPETITION § 25.07 [2] (3d ed. 1996) (explaining that a trademark owner should have
the right of approval of new potential licensees because the owner has a duty to control
the quality of the trademark).

287. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 938 (citations omitted).
288. Id.; see also 3 McCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 25.07 [21

(3d ed. 1996) (explaining that "the licensor-trademark owner has the duty to control the
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strict the assignability of trademarks would lead to disputes concern-
ing the suitability and scope of a sublicensee's performance and would
trigger litigation. 289

The Ninth Circuit in N.C.P. Marketing II recognized that Con-
gress intended trademark law to protect trademark owners from the
unauthorized use of their trademarks and determined that allowing a
licensee to sublicense the trademark against the will of the trademark
owner would diminish this protection. 290 In Glenn Miller Productions,
the district court explained that a copyright licensor retained an inter-
est in the licensor's intellectual property and this interest would be
diminished if a licensee was permitted to assign the license without
the licensor's consent. 291 In N.C.P. Marketing II, the Ninth Circuit
identified that the policies behind trademark law were analogous to
policies that had led to a finding that patent and copyright licenses
were personal and non-assignable. 292 As a result, the Ninth Circuit
determined that trademark licenses, like copyright and patent li-
censes, are personal and non-assignable. 293 The Ninth Circuit cor-
rectly concluded this because prior case law and leading trademark
scholars have determined that trademark licenses are also non-
assignable. 294

quality of goods sold under its mark" so "it must have the right to pass upon the abilities
of new potential licensees").

289. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 938 (citations omitted).
290. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 233, 235-36 (D. Nev. 2005) (citations omitted) (stating
that trademark law protected trademark owners "from unauthorized use of their mark"
and that, because trademark owners have an interest in the identity of any potential
licensees, "trademark rights are personal to the assignee and not freely assignable to a
third party").

291. Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 928.
292. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 236 (citations omitted) (stating that "because

the owner of the trademark has an interest in the party to whom the trademark is
assigned so it can maintain the good will, quality, and value of its products and thereby
its trademark, trademark rights are personal to the assignee and not freely assignable
to the third party").

293. Id. at 237.
294. Compare Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 937 (explaining that the

policy rationales cited in a previous Ninth Circuit decision, in which the court held that
a copyright licensee could not sublicense to a third party without the consent of the
licensor, applied "with equal force to the sub-licensing of trademarks"), and 3 McCAR-
THY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 25.07 [2] (3d ed. 1996) (explaining that

a trademark "licensee's right to use the licensed mark is personal and cannot be as-
signed to another"), with N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 236 (citations omitted) (determin-
ing that, because a licensor "has the duty to control the quality of goods sold under its
mark," a licensee's rights under a trademark license are personal and cannot be freely
assigned to a third-party).
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C. By ADOPTING THE HYPOTHETICAL TEST, THE NINTH CIRCUIT

CORRECTLY (ALTHOUGH NOT EXPLICITLY) RECOGNIZED THAT A

DEBTOR IN POSSESSION IS A SEPARATE LEGAL ENTITY FROM A

PREPETITION DEBTOR

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Production (N.C.P.
Marketing II),295 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, in affirming and adopting the United States District Court for
the District of Nevada's decision, failed to address the issue of whether
N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. ("NCP"), the debtor in possession
("DIP"), was a distinct legal entity from its status as a prepetition
debtor. 296 Despite not addressing this issue, the Ninth Circuit cor-
rectly recognized that NCP, as a DIP, was a separate legal entity from
its prepetition business status by applying the hypothetical test.2 9 7

In Breeden v. Catron,298 the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia rejected a DIP's argument that the court
should permit the DIP to assume a partnership agreement in Chapter
11 Bankruptcy proceedings. 299 The DIP, Catron, argued that the court
should permit him to assume the agreement because he was not, as
the court held, a separate legal entity from his prepetition debtor for
the purposes of bankruptcy proceedings, than he was when he entered
into the partnership agreement with the non-debtor partners.300 The
district court reasoned that Catron, as a DIP, had different fiduciary
obligations than he did as a prepetition debtor because Catron's legal
obligations to his creditors now took priority over his obligations to his
partners under the agreement.3 0' The court in Catron determined
that this change in legal obligations was fundamental and that it was
unreasonable to consider Catron, as a DIP, the same legal entity as
Catron, the prepetition partner.302 The court in Catron ultimately
prohibited Catron from assuming the partnership agreement.303 The
district court reasoned that, if Catron were to assume the agreement,
he would force the partners to accept performance from him as a

295. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
296. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 237 (D. Nev. 2005) (stating that, because the district
court found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, the
court determined NCP could not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy
proceedings). The court did not mention NCP having a separate legal entity at any point
in its opinion. Id. at 234-37 (citations omitted).

297. See infra notes 299-314 and accompanying text.
298. 158 B.R. 629 (E.D. Va. 1993).
299. Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629, 637-38 (E.D. Va. 1993).
300. Catron, 158 B.R. at 632.
301. Id. at 637-38.
302. Id.
303. Id. at 638.
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postpetition DIP, a legal entity fundamentally different from the one
with whom the partners had contracted.30 4

Similarly, in In re West Electronics, Inc.,305 West Electronics, Inc.
("West"), a DIP, argued that a prepetition debtor and a DIP were so
closely related that the court should not foreclose West from assigning
a government contract to itself, as a DIP, during bankruptcy proceed-
ings.306 The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit re-
jected West's argument and explained that Congress had anticipated
this argument and had purposely included the language "or the debtor
in possession" when it drafted § 365(c)(1).307 Congress included that
particular phrase because it intended to indicate that an insolvent
DIP and a solvent contractor or business were materially distinct enti-
ties for the purpose of assuming or assigning a contract in Chapter 11
Bankruptcy.308 The court in West Electronics further reasoned that
Congress amended the Bankruptcy Code in 1986 to include its current
wording and to clarify this intent because before the amendment,
§ 365(c)(1) was ambiguous about whether a court should consider a
DIP a distinct legal entity from the prepetition debtor.309

The Ninth Circuit in N. C.P. Marketing II determined that federal
trademark law excused B G Star Productions and the Blanks from
accepting performance from a third party.310 The Ninth Circuit then
determined that, as a result, § 365 prevented NCP from assuming the
licensing agreement in Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings. 311 The
Ninth Circuit's determination to prohibit NCP from assuming the li-
censing agreement was correct because NCP became a separate legal

304. See id. (stating that "to permit Catron as a debtor in possession to assume the
Partnership Agreement without Breeden's and the Trustees' consent would in effect be
allowing him 'to have his cake and eat it too,' by enjoying the benefits of the agreement
without the reciprocal obligations. While Breeden and the Trustees would owe a fiduci-
ary obligation to Catron, Catron's primary obligation would be to his creditors not to
Breeden and the Trustees."); but see Institut Pasteur v. Cambridge Biotech Corp., 104
F.3d 489, 495 (1st Cir. 1997) (concluding that a DIP remained the same legal entity in
all material respects, despite a drastic change in shareholders).

305. 852 F.2d 79 (3d Cir. 1988).
306. In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d 79, 83 (3d Cir. 1988).
307. West Electronics, 852 F.2d at 83.
308. Id.
309. Id. (citations omitted).
310. See N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.)

(N.C.P. Mktg. I), 337 B.R. 230, 237 (D. Nev. 2005) (stating that, because the hypotheti-
cal test prevented a DIP from assuming a contract over the non-debtor's objection if
applicable law would prevent the DIP from assigning the contract to a third party, NCP
could not assume the trademark licenses because trademark law made the licenses non-
assignable).

311. See id. (stating that, under the hypothetical test, a DIP could not assume a
contract over the non-debtor's objection if applicable law would prevent the DIP from
assigning the contract to a third party and declining to allow NCP to assume the trade-
mark licenses because trademark law made the licenses non-assignable).
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entity as soon as it filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy and became a
DIP.3 1 2 If the court had permitted NCP to assume the licensing agree-
ment, the court would have forced the Blanks to accept performance
from a party different than the one with which the Blanks originally
contracted.3 1 3 Thus, by applying the hypothetical test, the Ninth Cir-
cuit in N.C.P. Marketing II correctly prevented NCP from forcing the
Blanks to accept performance from an entity other than the one with
which the Blanks originally contracted. 3 14

V. CONCLUSION

In N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. v. B G Star Production (N.C.P.
Marketing II),316 the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit affirmed and adopted the decision of the United States District
Court for the District of Nevada that determined the hypothetical test
was the appropriate test for determining whether a debtor in posses-
sion ("DIP") could assume a trademark license in Chapter 11 Bank-
ruptcy proceedings.3 1 6 The district court's analysis of § 365 of the
Bankruptcy Code 3 17 was consistent with the plain meaning of the

312. Compare Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629, 637-38 (E.D. Va.
1993), affd without op., 25 F.3d 1038 (4th Cir. 1994) (declining to treat a postpetition
DIP as the same legal entity as a prepetition debtor because the DIP's legal obligations
had fundamentally changed when he filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy), with N.C.P.
Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (citations omitted) (determining that NCP could not assume
the licensing agreement in bankruptcy proceedings because applicable trademark law
excused the non-debtors from accepting performance from a third party).

313. Compare In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d 79, 83-84 (3d Cir. 1988) (deter-
mining that a DIP did not have a legally cognizable interest in assuming an executory
contract because "in the context of assumption and assignment of executory contracts, a
solvent contractor and an insolvent debtor in possession going through bankruptcy are
materially distinct entities"), with N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (citations omitted)
(declining to allow NCP, a DIP, to assume a trademark license in bankruptcy proceed-
ings because applicable trademark law excused the non-debtors from accepting per-
formance from a third party).

314. Compare Catron, 158 B.R. at 637-38 (stating that concluding a prepetition
debtor and a "postpetition debtor in possession are the same legal entity because they
are the same person overlooks this fundamental transformation of" the DIP's legal obli-
gations), and West Electronics, 852 F.2d at 83-84 (stating that "in the context of assump-
tion and assignment of executory contracts, a solvent contractor and an insolvent debtor
in possession going through bankruptcy are materially distinct entities"), with N.C.P.
Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (citations omitted) (determining that a DIP could not as-
sume a licensing agreement in bankruptcy proceedings because applicable trademark
law excused the non-debtors from accepting performance from a third party).

315. 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577 (2009).
316. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. 1), 337 B.R. 230, 234, 236-37 (D. Nev. 2005) (citation omitted) (reasoning that,
because a trademark is personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could
not assume the Tae Bo@ trademark in the bankruptcy proceedings, regardless of
whether it intended to assign the trademark to a third party).

317. 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2006).
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statute.318 The court did not consider legislative history or bankruptcy
policy when it determined that a DIP could not assume a trademark
license in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.3 19 This is significant because many
opponents of the hypothetical test argue that the actual test is better
aligned with bankruptcy policy and the legislative history of § 365.320

Although the court did not address the issue, its opinion is consistent
with the view that the arguments in favor of the actual test are not
strong enough to justify ignoring the plain meaning of the statute.321

The result in N.C.P. Marketing II is also consistent with the re-
sults in similar cases addressing patent and copyright licenses.322

This was appropriate because the similarity between patent and copy-
right licenses and the trademark license at issue in N.C.P. Marketing
II justified treating them similarly in bankruptcy proceedings. 323 The
district court recognized that, like copyright and patent licenses,
courts should also consider trademark licenses personal and non-as-
signable. 324 As a result, the court in N.C.P. Marketing II determined

318. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 237 (stating that, because the district court
found trademarks to be personal and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could
not assume the licensing agreement in the bankruptcy proceedings). The court did not
consider in its analysis bankruptcy policy or the legislative history of the statute. Id. at
234-37 (citations omitted).

319. See id. (stating that, because the district court found trademarks to be personal
and non-assignable under trademark law, NCP could not assume the licensing agree-
ment in the bankruptcy proceedings). The court did not consider in its analysis bank-
ruptcy policy or the legislative history of the statute. Id. at 234-37.

320. See supra notes 229-35 and accompanying text.
321. See supra notes 229-70 and accompanying text.
322. See In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. 1, 337 B.R. at 237 (determining that a DIP

could not assume a trademark license in bankruptcy proceedings because federal trade-
mark law made a trademark license personal and non-assignable); see also RCI Tech.
Corp. v. Sunterra Corp. (In re Sunterra Corp.), 361 F.3d 257, 263 (4th Cir. 2004) (stating
that copyright law excused a non-debtor from accepting performance from a hypotheti-
cal third party); see also Perlman v. Catapult Entm't., Inc. (In re Catapult Entm't, Inc.),
165 F.3d 747, 750 (9th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted) (holding that nonexclusive patent
licenses are personal and non-assignable); see also Miller v. Glenn Miller Productions,
318 F. Supp. 2d 923, 933 (C.D. Cal. 2004) (stating that it is well established that a
copyright or patent licensee cannot sublicense his or her intellectual property rights
without the consent of the licensor).

323. Compare Tap Publ'ns, Inc. v. Chinese Yellow Pages (New York) Inc., 925 F.
Supp. 212, 218 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (citations omitted) (stating that trademark licenses are
generally personal and cannot be assigned unless the license expressly provides other-
wise), and Glenn Miller Productions, 318 F. Supp. 2d at 927 (explaining that, like copy-
right licensors, a trademark licensor retained an interest in their intellectual property
and that interest would be diminished if a licensee was permitted to assign the license
without the licensor's consent), with N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235-36 (citations omit-
ted) (explaining that the policy reasons supporting a finding that copyrights and pat-
ents were non-assignable also applied to trademarks and determining that, as a result,
a DIP could not assume a trademark license in bankruptcy proceedings).

324. See N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 236-37 (citations omitted) (explaining that the
policy reasons supporting a finding that copyrights and patents were non-assignable
also applied to trademarks).
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that a DIP could not assume a trademark license in Chapter 11 Bank-
ruptcy proceedings if applicable law made the license non-
assignable.325

Lastly, the district court's analysis in N.C.P. Marketing II was
also consistent with the view that a DIP is a distinct legal entity from
a prepetition debtor.326 Although it did not address the issue, the dis-
trict court's application of the hypothetical test was consistent with
the view that N.C.P. Marketing Group, Inc. ("NCP"), the DIP, became
a separate legal entity when it filed for bankruptcy.327 As a result,
NCP would force the non-debtors to accept performance from a third
party if NCP assumed the licensing agreement. 328 The district court
determined that federal trademark law excused the non-debtor from
accepting performance from a third party and, thus, did not allow
NCP to assume the trademark license.329

After the Ninth Circuit upheld the district court's use of the hypo-
thetical test, NCP petitioned the Supreme Court of the United States
for certiorari.330 The Supreme Court denied NCP's petition and Jus-
tice Kennedy, joined by Justice Breyer, issued a statement citing the
Court's reasons for denying the petition.33' The reason Justice Ken-
nedy cited was that resolution of N.C.P. Marketing II might require
the court to resolve state law and state trademark-protection is-
sues.332 Considering the district court in N.C.P. Marketing II inter-
preted the "applicable law" in § 365 of the Bankruptcy Code as the
federal trademark law it was not only possible, but quite likely, that

325. Id. at 234-37.
326. See supra notes 295-314 and accompanying text.
327. Compare Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629, 637-38 (E.D. Va.

1993), affd without op., 25 F.3d 1038 (4th Cir. 1994) (declining to treat a postpetition
DIP as the same legal entity as a prepetition debtor because the DIP's legal obligations
had fundamentally changed when he filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy), with N.C.P.
Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (citations omitted) (determining that NCP could not assume
the licensing agreement in bankruptcy proceedings because applicable trademark law
excused the non-debtors from accepting performance from a third party).

328. Compare In re West Electronics, Inc., 852 F.2d 79, 83-84 (3d Cir. 1988) (deter-
mining that a DIP did not have a legally cognizable interest in assuming an executive
contract because "in the context of assumption and assignment of executory contracts, a
solvent contractor and an insolvent debtor in possession going through bankruptcy are
materially distinct entities"), with N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 234-37 (citations omitted)
(determining that NCP could not assume the licensing agreement in bankruptcy pro-
ceedings because applicable trademark law excused the non-debtors from accepting per-
formance from a third party).

329. N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 237.
330. N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc. v. B G Star Prod. (In re N.C.P. Mktg. Grp., Inc.) (N.C.P.

Mktg. III), 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1577, 1577 (U.S.
Mar. 23, 2009) (No. 08-463).

331. N.C.P. Mktg. III, 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct.
at 1577.

332. Id.
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the Court could have decided N.C.P. Marketing II without interpret-
ing state law.3 3 3

Additionally, the Supreme Court acknowledged that lower courts
were divided on whether the actual test or the hypothetical test was
the appropriate test to determine whether a DIP could assume an in-
tellectual property license in bankruptcy proceedings but declined to
rule on which test was correct. 334 The Court also did not to rule on
whether the United States District Court for the District of Nevada
correctly treated trademark licenses as non-assignable by extending
the reasoning behind the non-assignability of copyright and patent
licenses.335

Accordingly, although the Court admitted that the hypothetical
test and the actual test produce significantly different results, the
Court's decision left both licensors and licensees without guidance
concerning their respective rights and responsibilities in bankruptcy
proceedings. 336 In light of the Court's decisions, a licensor's and a li-
censee's best option is to define their respective rights and responsibil-
ities while negotiating the trademark license agreement, especially
concerning what will happen to the licensing agreement if one of the
parties is forced to file for bankruptcy.

Moira Ritterbush - '12

333. Compare N.C.P. Mktg. 1, 337 B.R. at 235 (stating that the issue was whether
federal trademark law excused a licensor from accepting performance from an entity
other than the DIP), with N.C.P. Mktg. III, 279 F. App'x 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. de-
nied, 129 S. Ct. at 1578 (explaining that one of the reasons the Supreme Court declined
NCP's petition for certiorari was because addressing N.C.P. Mktg. II might require the
Supreme Court to resolve issues of state trademark law).

334. N.C.P. Mktg. III, 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct.
at 1577-78 (stating that lower courts are divided over whether § 365(c)(1) required
courts to apply the hypothetical or actual test but declining to resolve the issue by
granting NCP certiorari).

335. See id. at 1577 (denying certiorari to hear N.C.P. Mktg. II, in which the Ninth
Circuit affirmed the district court's reasoning that similarities in policies warranted
trademark licenses being treated the same as copyright and patent licenses). See also
N.C.P. Mktg. I, 337 B.R. at 235-36 (citations omitted) (explaining that the policy reasons
supporting a finding that copyrights and patents were non-assignable also applied to
trademarks and determining that, as a result, a DIP could not assume a trademark
license in bankruptcy proceedings).

336. N.C.P. Mktg. III, 279 F. App'x 561, 561 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct.
at 1577-78 (stating that the Supreme Court declined to state whether the hypothetical
test or the actual test was the correct test, despite courts being divided on the issue); see
also Gregory G. Hesse, The Risk of an Offensive Use of Catapult, 20 AMER. BANKcR.INST.
J. 14, 39 (2001) (explaining that the actual test, which protects the interest of licensees,
and the hypothetical test, which protects the interest of licensors, promote drastically
different policies).
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